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Visual Object Tracking Based on
Backward Model Validation

Yuan Yuan, Sabu Emmanuel, Yuming Fang, and Weisi Lin, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— Appearance model updating is a challenging task in
visual object tracking with occlusion and appearance variation.
To avoid error accumulation in model updating, validation of
updating is generally performed in tracking algorithms. These
algorithms use the existing appearance model to validate incom-
ing data. However, the existing appearance model may not be able
to distinguish the valid training data (resulting from large appear-
ance variation) from the invalid ones (resulting from occlusion),
since both appearance variation and occlusion would lead to a
good deal of appearance change of the estimated tracking result.
The root of the problem is: the existing (outdated) model with
information from frame 1 to n – 1 may not be able to predict large
appearance variations in frame n and, as a result, the appearance
variations may be excluded from model updating. This defeats the
purpose of model updating, which is to include new changes in
appearance variations to the model, because the existing methods
do not have the provision to include such changes in model updat-
ing by validating changes with the outdated model. To address
this problem, we propose a backward model validation-based
visual tracking (BVT) algorithm, which performs model updating
first in frame n and then uses the information from the incoming
frame (frame n + 1) to backward-check whether the updating
is valid (occurrence of appearance variation) or invalid (occur-
rence of occlusion). In this way, the uncertainty of validating
unpredictable features with the existing appearance models can
be avoided. Moreover, an adaptive feature fusion method is
designed to properly integrate the color-based feature with
texture-based feature. The proposed feature extraction method
provides a robust representation of the target with both rota-
tion and shape deformation. Experimental results demonstrate
that the proposed BVT algorithm outperforms the relevant
existing algorithms on both publicly available and proprietary
databases.

Index Terms— Adaptive fusion, appearance model updating,
backward validation, visual tracking.

I. INTRODUCTION

V ISUAL object tracking is an important component in
smart systems such as traffic monitoring systems, sur-

veillance systems, and robot navigation systems. In general,
the tracking results are indispensable and fundamental for
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the high-level tasks (e.g., object behavior understanding and
suspicious target identification) in smart systems. Therefore,
it is necessary to design an efficient visual tracking algorithm
for various multimedia applications.

Currently, effective visual object tracking algorithms have
to handle several challenges, such as occlusion, appearance
variation (e.g., shape deformation, out-of-plane rotation, and
appearance variation), illumination variation, cluttered back-
ground, fast movement, and so on. Specifically, occlusion
and appearance variation are two common scenarios in visual
object tracking. To address the problems from appearance
variations during tracking, online appearance model-based
algorithms have been investigated in [1]–[3]. These algorithms
incrementally train the appearance model with the estimated
target appearance in each coming frame.

However, without classification or selection of the incoming
training data, invalid features would be introduced and accu-
mulated when occlusion occurs, which will probably result in
drifting of the tracker. Matthews et al. [4] figured out such a
problem and proposed an updating algorithm by introducing
a teacher when training the appearance model. The training
data being dissimilar to the teacher is considered as negative
sample. This mechanism avoids the error accumulation from
occlusion, and it is extended to design new tracking algorithms
in [5]–[7]. In those studies, the teacher is a set of prior training
data or the trained appearance model, and it is applied to
distinguish the valid target features (e.g., legal deformation
and rotation of the target) from the invalid features (e.g.,
occlusion and drifting). We name this method as forward
feature validation in appearance model updating, which means
that the feature data are classified/validated before updating.
In general, this forward feature validation method can more
or less reduce drifting during occlusion in object tracking.
However, with the unpredictable target appearance variation
during tracking, uncertainty would be introduced since it
is difficult for the teacher to distinguish large appearance
variation from occlusion, which both would result in large
appearance changes of the estimated target appearance. Thus,
the forward feature validation-based algorithms would lose
tracking of the targets with large appearance variation.

To overcome the problem from current online appear-
ance model updating methods, we propose a backward
model validation-based visual tracking (BVT) algorithm in
this paper. Different from these current methods using the
existing appearance model to predict appearance variation
and occlusion, we use the information from the incoming
frame to backward-check whether the former updating is
valid or invalid, where uncertainty could be avoided in such
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Fig. 1. (a) Forward feature validation: since the appearance model is used
to validate the appearance features before model updating in each frame, it is
difficult for the appearance model to predict whether it is a large appearance
variation or occlusion when the estimated target appearance is quite different
from the appearance model in validation. (b) Backward model validation:
when large appearance change (caused by appearance variation or occlusion)
is detected, the appearance data is not immediately labeled invalid, but the
appearance model is duplicated into the model pool where the duplicated
model stays steady and the original one keeps updating with the incoming
data. At each step, the target appearance information in the incoming frame
backward-check all the appearance models in the model pool. The chosen
model detected as being most valid is employed to estimate the target states
and is updated with the estimated target appearance.

a validation mechanism. If the appearance of the target is sim-
ilar to the appearance model, we update the appearance model
with the target appearance data. If large appearance change is
detected (the appearance of the target is quite different from
the appearance model) in frame n, we duplicate the appearance
model to get two appearance models: duplicated model stays
steady to store the target information before this frame, while
the original one keeps updating with the incoming data.
With the target candidates extracted from the incoming frame
n + 1, the proposed method can backward-check whether
the updating during the former period is valid (appearance
variation) or invalid (occlusion) by choosing either one of
the aforementioned two models in target state estimation.
If the number of the candidates is large enough and the target
is visible in the frame, at least one of the candidates can
well represent the target appearance. Thus, it is reasonable to
use target candidates to validate the appearance models. The
framework of the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 1(b).

As mentioned in [8], apart from appearance model
updating, how to represent the object by a discriminative
appearance model is another important factor for object
tracking. To achieve robust feature representation of visual
targets, we design an adaptive feature fusion method to
obtain the final appearance feature of visual targets based
on features extracted by incremental principle component
analysis (IPCA) [1] and color histogram [9]. IPCA can be used

in multiview-based image representation and has been proved
to be robust to distortions led by illumination variations and
rotations [10]. However, it is sensitive to shape deformation
of the target, and the color information is ignored as well.
Thus, we use the color histogram feature as a complementary
to IPCA for the target appearance representation. The color
histogram feature is adaptive to shape deformation due to
the lack of spatial information [11]. We adaptively fuse these
two types of features based on the discrimination of the color
histogram features between the target and the background.

The experimental results show that the proposed BVT
algorithm can obtain accurate and consistent tracking results,
compared with existing relevant algorithms [1], [5], [6],
[12]–[19] in challenging sequences (e.g., occlusion, appear-
ance variation, and fast movement). In addition, this paper
provides a direction in solving the error accumulation problem
in appearance model updating of visual object tracking.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Particle Filter

Particle filter [20] is a sequential importance sampling
algorithm based on Monte Carlo method and has been widely
applied in visual tracking algorithms [21]–[23]. It provides
a framework, which can easily estimate the posterior prob-
ability sequentially by several random particles and weights
related to them, regardless of the distribution of prediction and
observation functions. In each frame, several particle/sample
states (states can be defined by the position, scale, skew,
etc.) are predicted based on the tracking results from the
previous frame. According to the given appearance model, the
probability of each particle is corrected.

B. Object Representation

In visual object tracking, objects can be represented prop-
erly by the shape and appearance characteristics, like small
objects being represented as points [24], faces being repre-
sented as ellipse patches [3], vehicles being represented as
wrapped rectangle patches, and humans being represented with
articulated shape models [25]. After the shape is modeled,
the object is then represented as an appearance vector. The
histogram of gradient feature [26] provides an orientation
gradient histogram of an image and it is widely used in
pedestrian recognition. The Harr-like feature is likely to be
combined with boosting algorithm [27] to provide a robust
description of local information. The eigentracking [28] and
incremental visual tracking (iVT) [1] model the target based
on a multiview subspace, which is adaptive to rotation of
rigid objects. The color histogram is used as a robust feature
with spatial deformation in [9], [29], and [30]. In [31], local
histogram feature is introduced with articulated block model,
and the spatial information of the articulated blocks is a
compensation to histogram feature. Zhang et al. [32] proposed
a multiscale feature extraction method based on compres-
sive sensing. That study demonstrates that the compressive
domain feature extracted in real time can preserve most of the
salient information if the signal is compressible. In motion-
based tracking application, flow-based feature is integrated,
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as it computes the dense field of the motion vector of each
pixel. Optical flow-based tracking algorithm [33] assumes
the brightness constancy in consecutive frames. To adjust
illumination variation in visual tracking, contextual flow [34]
is investigated and applied into visual tracking by assuming
context constancy.

In this paper, a target is represented with dual feature of
IPCA [1] and color histogram [9]. We find these two features
are largely complementary and relatively individual for object
representation. More details can be referred to Section III-C.

C. Kernel Tracking

Kernel tracking is typically performed by computing the
motion (translation, conformal, affine, etc.) of the object,
which is represented by a primitive object region, from one
frame to the next [10].

Early research works [9], [28], [35], [36] fixed an appear-
ance model before tracking, and the region being the most
similar to the target appearance model is treated as the tracking
result. These algorithms are computationally efficient without
online updating and perform well with targets with stable
appearance. However, for complicated tracking tasks with
appearance variations, the fixed appearance model methods
would fail to track visual targets.

To address the problem from appearance variation dur-
ing tracking, several online appearance models have been
proposed where the appearance model is trained online.
Ross et al. [1] presented an incremental subspace learn-
ing (iVT) method, which can track targets with multiple view
variations, especially the rigid objects. Nummiaro et al. [37]
presented a linear updating method and Lehuger et al. [38]
introduced a dynamic model switch method. Both of
these two models are designed based on color histogram.
Grabner et al. [12] and Collins et al. [39] proposed online
feature selection algorithms to online select the proper features
for visual tracking. In [19] and [40], each target candidate
is sparsely represented by a set of estimated target templates
and trivial templates that represent noise pixels. These online
appearance model-based algorithms are able to address some
problems from the appearance variation by online model
updating. However, they would potentially drift in the case of
occlusion, where invalid appearance information is introduced
and accumulated.

Matthews et al. [4] proposed an updating mechanism to
address the problem in the preceding paragraph, where appear-
ance model is updated selectively guided by the target template
in the first frame. With the similar idea by introducing a
teacher to train the appearance model, Grabner et al. [5]
proposed semisupervised online boosting (SemiBoost) method
based on [12]. In [5], only previously trained data are treated
as positive labeled data, and all the estimated target patches are
labeled by the probabilities of belonging to positive or negative
classes. Santner et al. [6] combined three trackers including a
steady target template model, an optical-flow-based mean-shift
tracker and an online random forest model [33]. These meth-
ods work well when the target appearance gradually varies.
However, with great variation occurring suddenly, the target

appearance variation may possibly be treated as the occluder
or noise in the background, and thus tracking targets would
be lost.

To overcome the problem mentioned above in visual track-
ing, we propose a BVT algorithm in this paper. The proposed
algorithm provides a new way to avoid error accumula-
tion in appearance model updating via the backward model
validation mechanism. Different from existing studies, the
proposed algorithm extract target features by combining
IPCA and color histogram to obtain the robust feature rep-
resentation. Experimental results demonstrate the proposed
algorithm can obtain much better performance than other
existing ones.

III. PROPOSED OBJECT TRACKING ALGORITHM

The proposed object tracking algorithm is designed based
on particle filtering [20]. We assume that the object to be
tracked is marked/detected on the first frame manually or
automatically. For each incoming frame, several candidate
states of the target are predicted with a motion model. The
state xt is described by the affine transformation parameters
of positions, rotation angle, scale, aspect ratio, and skew direc-
tion. At each of the predicted state, the candidate appearance
features extracted by IPCA [1] and color histogram [9] are
computed, and used along with the appearance models in the
model pool to estimate the actual state of the object in the
next frame. The object state estimation process is explained in
Section III-A and the backward model validation algorithm is
explained in Section IV.

A. Particle Filter Framework

Let xt be the state variable of the target object at time t , and
it is represented by the affine transformation parameters, xt =
(xt , yt , θt , st , αt , φt ), where (xt , yt ) denotes the center location
of the bounding box around the target; θt is the rotation angle;
st is the scale; αt is the aspect ratio; and φt is the skew
direction at time t . Let zt be the appearance observation of
the target object at time t and z1:t = {z1, z2, . . . , zt } be the
appearance observations from time 1 to t . Given the set of
observations z1:t , the aim of the tracking process is to estimate
the state of xt (the location, rotation angle, scale etc.) of the
object. Then, by Bayes rule, the posterior probability p(xt |z1:t )
is given by

p(xt |z1:t) ∝ p(zt |xt)

∫
p(xt |xt−1)p(xt−1|z1:t−1)dxt−1. (1)

The term p(zt |xt) defines the appearance model, which is
the likelihood of xt observing zt . The term p(xt |xt−1) defines
the motion model, the state transition between two states xt−1
and xt . In addition, p(xt−1|z1:t−1) is the posterior probability
at time t − 1. Using the sequential Monte Carlo method, the
motion model predicts several candidate states of {xi

t }i=1,...,Np

for the target object in time t from {xi
t−1}i=1,...,Np , and

Np is the number of candidate states (in the experiments,
we use Np = 200). Let xi

t be the i th candidate in time t ,
we estimate the target state by maximizing the posterior
probability

x̂t = arg max
xi

t

p
(
xi

t |z1:t
)
. (2)
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TABLE I

COMPARISON BETWEEN COMMONLY USED DIFFERENT FEATURES

B. Motion Model

Since the target object is in motion, the state variable xt of
position (xt , yt ), rotation angle θt , scale st , aspect ratio αt ,
and skew direction φt would change over time. Different
from [1] and [41], which predict xt by simply adding a zero-
mean Gaussian distribution independent to xt−1 in the previous
frame, we model this change from xt−1 to xt by considering
the velocity of the state. By including the velocity information,
we can get a more robust prediction result of the particles than
simply adding a Gaussian noise to the previous state vector.
The target motion can be predicted as

xt = xt−1 + v̂t−1 + ε(x,y,θ,s,α,φ) (3)

v̂t =
{

x̂t − x̂t−1 t > 0

0 t = 0
(4)

where x̂t is the estimated target state and ε(x,y,θ,s,α,φ) is a
Gaussian noise vector. The elements in this vector is gener-
ated by Gaussian distributions with zero mean and variances
σ 2

x , σ 2
y , σ 2

θ , σ 2
s , σ 2

α , and σ 2
φ , respectively.

C. Appearance Model

The appearance of the object under tracking may change
over time due to changes of shape, view or illumination,
and the appearance variation would lead the tracker to lose
tracking. In this paper, we extract the feature for visual targets
based on a dual feature from IPCA [1] and color histogram [9].
The features from these two methods are largely complemen-
tary and relatively independent, as shown in Table I, which
provides a comparison of several commonly used features.
The IPCA-based feature is able to adjust illumination variation
and out-of-plane rotation with an eigenspace-based represen-
tation, since the global appearance of objects under different
illumination and viewpoint conditions lies approximately in a
low-dimensional subspace [4], [42]. However, the shape defor-
mation is highly nonlinear [42] in appearance representation
where the feature extracted by IPCA is not robust. On the
contrary, the representation by color histogram is invariant to
shape deformation [11] due to lack of spatial information.
Therefore, the dual feature from IPCA and color histogram
can be used to represent both rigid and deformable targets
with illumination variation and rotation.

Let It be the wrapped gray-scale image template predicted
by the state variable xt , the likelihood of It being generated
from the IPCA subspace model can be formulated as p(It |xt).
Let Ht be the color histogram of the image template predicted
by the state variable xt , the likelihood of Ht representing the
target histogram can be formulated as p(Ht |xt). As It and Ht

are independent in feature extraction, we essentially model the
likelihood of appearance p(zt |xt ) as a joint probability based

on IPCA and color histogram similarity

p(zt |xt) = p(It |xt ) · p(Ht |xt ). (5)

1) IPCA: The IPCA algorithm in [1] is used to build
multiview-based target appearance model. The probability of
an wrapped gray-scale image template It generated from IPCA
model is governed by a Gaussian distribution N(It ;µ, UUᵀ+
κ I ) where I is an identity matrix, κ I corresponds to the
additive Gaussian noise in the observation process. It is shown
that the negative exponential distance from It to the subspace
spanned by U , is proportional to N(It ;µ, UUᵀ + κ I ) as
κ → 0 [43]. Therefore, the likelihood p(It |xt) can be
computed as

p(It |xt) = exp(−λ1 · d1) (6)

d1 = ||(It − µ)− UUᵀ(It − µ)||2 (7)

where λ1 is the parameter adjusting the variance of d1.
The probability from IPCA provides a measurement of

the similarity between It and the target appearance model.
The incrementally updated eigenbasis U and the mean µ is
adaptive to multiview appearances of objects.

2) Color Histogram: Color histogram is robust to shape
deformation of the target [9], [35], [44], and it is used as a
complementary to IPCA to obtain a robust tracker. We adopt
the color histogram on hue-saturation-value color space for its
perceptual property. Here, a 2-D hue-saturation histogram with
Nh × Ns bins is combined with a 1-D value histogram with
Nv bins [9]. The pixels in the bounding box defined as xt are
divided into two sets. Pixels with saturation larger than 0.1
and value larger than 0.1 are treated as color pixels while they
only contribute to the hue-saturation histogram. The others
with low saturation and value are possible to be black and
white regions within the tracking region. They are treated as
color-free pixels and distributed over the value only bins.

The color histogram Ht = {Ht(n)}n=1,...,N is composed of
N = Nh × Ns + Nv bins for the hue-saturation and value
histograms. The function b(c) denotes the color histogram
index associated with the color feature of the pixel located
at c. The histogram Ht = {Ht(n)}n=1,...,N can be treated as a
kernel density estimation of the color distribution within the
target region predicted by xt

Ht(n) = C
∑

c∈R(c0)

K (‖ c − c0 ‖2)δ[b(c)− n] (8)

where c0 is the center location of the target region R(c0), δ is
the Kronecker delta function, C is a normalization constant
ensuring

∑N
n=1 Ht(n) = 1, and K is a convex and monotonic

decreasing kernel function that assigns more weights to the
center region than other regions.

The likelihood between the color histogram of the candi-
dates and the target model follows an exponential behavior for
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Fig. 2. Scale adjustment problem with color histogram representation only.
(a) Target to be tracked. (b) Tracking frame. (c) Color distribution.

the squared Hellinger distance [9]. Given the color histogram
reference model Href (which refers to the color distribution of
the target), and the color distribution Ht , the likelihood of can-
didate belonging to the target model can be formulated the as

p(Ht |xt) = exp(−λ2 · d2) (9)

d2(Href ;Ht) =
(√

1− BC(Href ;Ht)
)2

= 1−
N∑

n=1

√
Href(n)Ht(n) (10)

where BC(Href ;Ht) is the Bhattacharyya coefficient.
Specifically, Href is the total mean of all the previously
estimated target color histograms which is incrementally
updated. λ2 is a parameter to adjusts the variance of d2.

There is a scale adjustment problem with the color his-
togram representation, as shown in Fig. 2. If the scale is not
fixed for the bounding box, the scale would shrink with the
homogeneous color distribution for the target surface. In this
paper, we adopt the IPCA-based feature to preserve the spatial
information to make the scale adaptation possible in the feature
representation.

3) Adaptive Fusion Mechanism: By fusing the IPCA and
the color histogram representation, the ensemble likelihood

function in (5) can be computed as

p(zt |xt) = exp(−λ1 · d1 − λ2 · d2)

= exp

[
− λ1

(
d1 + λ2

λ1
· d2

)]
. (11)

From (11), the ratio between λ2 and λ1 determines the propor-
tions of color histogram representation in the fused appearance
model. It is common that sometimes the color of the target
is similar to that of the background around it in situations
like low lighting condition and background clutter. Thus, the
ratio between λ2 and λ1 should be dynamically adjusted based
on the performance of color histogram in current situation.
With the color feature discrimination concept in [39], we
decide λ2/λ1 of the current frame by the discrimination of
the target color histogram to background histogram estimated
in the previous frame. With larger discrimination of the color
histogram feature, the ratio λ2/λ1 is bigger.

A tuned feature is created to discriminate the target from
the background. Within the estimated target bounding box
defined by x̂t and an outer margin around it, two color
distributions Htar and Hbg are extracted, which represent the
color information of target and background, respectively. The
outer margin is a bounding box with the size of 1.75 times of
target bounding box centered at the target subtracted by the
target bounding box. The tuned feature L is formed as the log
likelihood ratio of Htar and Hbg

L(n) = log
max{Htar(n), τ }
max{Hbg(n), τ } (12)

where τ is a small value that prevents taking log by zero or
dividing by zero (we set τ to be 0.0001).

The discrimination of color histogram is related to the
separability that L induces between target and background
using ratio between the variances from these two classes

V R(L; Htar, Hbg) = var(L; (Htar + Hbg)/2)

var(L; Htar)+ var(L; Hbg)+ o
(13)

where o is a small value to prevent dividing by zero (we
set o to be 0.0001). Specifically, the variance of L(n) with
distribution H is computed considering var(x) = E(x2) −
[E(x)2] as

var(L; H ) =
N∑

n=1

H (n)L2(n)−
[

N∑
n=1

H (n)L(n)

]2

. (14)

Based on the measurement of the discrimination of the color
histogram, the ratio between λ2 and λ1 can be computed as

λ2

λ1
∝ V R(L; Htar, Hbg)

= η · V R(L; Htar, Hbg) (15)

where η is fixed during the video sequence.
With the color histograms of the estimated target and the

background around it in frame n, we update the value of λ2/λ1
for the fusion from IPCA and color histogram in frame n+1.
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Fig. 3. Backward model validation. When a large appearance change is
detected in frame n, a new model will be initialized into the model pool to
store the target appearance information from the first frame to frame n−1. At
each step before target estimation, the target candidates are used to validate
all the appearance model pool. The most valid appearance model Ak will be
chosen for target estimation and updated with the estimated appearance data.

IV. BACKWARD MODEL VALIDATION

The appearance model introduced in Section III-C is able
to handle the problem of target appearance variation dur-
ing object tracking. However, it might update the invalid
appearance from occlusion. Here, we address this problem by
proposing a BVT algorithm, which is used to distinguish valid
updating from invalid updating of the appearance model with
information from the incoming frame. Fig. 3 gives the detail
of the proposed backward model validation mechanism [to be
compared with the corresponding parts in Fig. 1(b)].

First of all, we introduce a concept of appearance model
pool {Am}tm=1,...,M which contains M appearance models at
time t . Each model Am = {Um,µm , Hm

ref } is represented by the
feature set of IPCA and color histogram. For each model Am

at time t , we can calculate its likelihood function p(zt |xt , m).
We initialize a new appearance model to the model pool by
duplicating the current chosen appearance model1 when a
large appearance change (caused by either occlusion or large
appearance variation) is detected. Before target state estimation
for the incoming frame, we validate all the models in the model
pool by the bag of target candidates. If the target is visible in
the incoming frame and the candidate number is large enough,
then at least one of the target candidates can well represent the
target appearance. Therefore, uncertainty in validation can be
avoided with backward model validation mechanism. Even if
the target is temporally invisible during occlusion, the wrong
updating will be eliminated in the validation after the target
appears again.

A. Model Validation With Information From Incoming Frame

Assuming we have an appearance model pool containing
J models (1 � J � M), with appearance information
of all the candidates after the motion model, we validate

1The current chosen appearance model refer to the chosen model mMAP
in (18).

the updating during the last period. Here, we introduce the
reliability function q(m) for each model Am

q(m) = maxxt p(zt |xt , m)∑
m maxxt p(zt |xt , m)

(16)

where xt are all the possible states predicted in Section III-B,
and p(zt |xt , m) is the likelihood function of appearance
model Am . Assume the candidate number is large enough so
that at least one of the candidates can properly represent the
target, then the bag of the candidates {xi

t }i=1,...,Np contains
the true appearance information of the target. Therefore, if
the target is visible in the frame, the models with wrong
updates will possibly end up with low reliability, and the
model with valid updates will possibly end up with high
reliability. Even though some candidates represent the occluder
after occlusion, and these candidates dominate in computing
reliability function of appearance model which is updated
during occlusion, it would not return a high value since the
updating during occlusion contributes only the minor part of
the model, with the assumption that the target is visible in most
of the time. Moreover, with multiple models, the appearance
probability can be formulated as

p(zt |xt) =
∑

m

p(zt |xt , m)q(m). (17)

In practice, given the maximum a posteriori (MAP) esti-
mation of m, the observation probability p(zt |xt ) can be
estimated as

p(zt |xt) � p(zt |xt , mMAP) (18)

where mMAP = arg maxm q(m). The Bayesian tracking formu-
lation (1) can be rewritten as

p(xt |z1:t ) ∝ p(zt |xt , mMAP)

∫
p(xt |xt−1)p(xt−1|z1:t−1)dxt−1.

(19)

B. Model Initialization and Updating

At the beginning, we initialize the model A1 with the
appearance of target in the first frame and all the other
appearance models {Am}m=(2,...,M) are empty.

The appearance model pool contains J models (1 �
J � M), and let k = mMAP. In general, we update the appear-
ance model Ak incrementally while the other models stay
unchanged. However, with a large appearance change (e.g.,
occlusion or relatively large appearance variation) detected,
new models will be initialized to the empty models to
store the target appearance information before this time
step.

We can detect large appearance transformations based on
d̂1, d̂2 (the distances of the estimated target x̂t to the IPCA- and
color histogram-based models of Ak) and related thresholds
Tr1 and Tr2. Thresholds have been widely used in [4], [7], and
[30] to detect noteworthy occlusion and drifting that would
possibly affect model updating in object tracking. From the
beginning of tracking, we update the appearance model Ak

incrementally if d̂1 < Tr1 AND d̂2 < Tr2. Once either the
distance value d̂1 � Tr1 OR d̂2 � Tr2 with a sudden increasing,
a new appearance model, AJ+1 is initialized. For initialization,
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Fig. 4. BVT in occlusion scenario: the first plot is the distance to IPCA model
d1 and the second plot is the color histogram distance d2. The horizontal axis
is the frame number. The first model (blue line) incrementally updates from
the beginning. Green line is the new appearance model initialized with the
copy of blue line model when occlusion happens during frame #300–#370.
During the occlusion, the blue line model is chosen as the valid appearance
model and incrementally updated. But after the occlusion, the green line model
is validated despite the wrong updates in the blue one during occlusion.

we copy the model Ak to AJ+1 and then update Ak using the
target appearance specified by x̂t .

When all the M models in the model pool are initialized,
and at some time an (M+1)th model is created, the (M+1)th
model is stored in the model pool by replacing an existing
model in the model pool that produces the lowest likelihood
minm q(m) at that instant. Thus, the model pool size would
not exceed M . Ideally, with the larger value of M , more
appearance information can be stored into the model pool.
However, large M will result in high computation complexity.
The thresholds Tr1 and Tr2 are set to detect large appearance
transformation, which is caused by occlusion or appearance
variation. Though small values of Tr1 and Tr2 can guarantee
to detect even gradual occlusion, it is worth noting that
the threshold values should be chosen to tolerate the small
variation of the distance d̂1 or d̂2 to avoid frequent appear-
ance model initializations. In the experiments, we choose the
suitable thresholds based on the consideration of the accuracy
and the computational complexity.

To avoid frequent model initialization caused by the
distances fluctuating around the thresholds, the proposed
algorithm would check whether the distances are below the
thresholds during the latest batch of T frames before new
model initialization. Fig. 4 shows the scenario where a
new appearance model is initialized in occlusion and how
the model backward validation mechanism can avoid wrong
updates during occlusion.

Overall, Algorithm 1 provides a detailed description for the
whole BVT algorithm.

Algorithm 1: Appearance Model Selection Tracking Algo-
rithm

input : The initial state of target x0. The maximum
model number of the model pool M . Other
parameters T r1, T r2, Np and T

output: Estimated Target State x̂t at time t

//Initialization
Initialize model A0 with the labled/detected target1

appearance predicted by x0;
t = 0,v̂0 = 0, k = 1, J = 1 and S0 = T ;2

while The sequence is not end do3

t = t + 1;4

Sub-models adjustment with Equation 15;5

//Motion Model
{xi

t }i=1,...,Np ← {xi
t−1}i=1,...,Np by Equation 3;6

//Model Validation
for m ← 1 to J do7

q(m) = maxxt p(zt |xt ,m)∑
m maxxt p(zt |xt ,m)

;8

end9

k = arg maxm q(m);10

x̂t = arg maxxi Equation 19;11

//Model Initialization
d̂1, d̂2 ← x̂t by Equation 7 and 10;12

if d1 > T r1 OR d2 > Tr2 then St = 013

else St = min (T, St−1 + 1);14

if St = 0 AND St−1 = T then15

if J < M then AJ+1←replica of Ak ;16

else17

// If the Model Pool is full18

dis = arg minm q(m);
Adis ←replica of Ak ;19

end20

end21

//Model Updating
Update Ak with the estimated target appearance at x̂t ;22

end23

V. EXPERIMENT

A. Evaluation Methodology

To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm,
we use four surveillance pedestrian tracking sequences from
PETS2009 data set [45], one face tracking sequence (Face
sequence) captured by ourselves, two navigation pedestrian
tracking sequences (JELMOLI sequence) [46], four sequences
of rigid object tracking from parallel robust online sim-
ple tracking (PROST) data set [6], and seven challeng-
ing videos from [47]. These sequences, include indoor and
outdoor scenes with challenges, such as appearance and
scale variation, rotation, fast movement, cluttered background,
and occlusion. We compare the proposed BVT algorithm
with 11 recent visual tracking algorithms: online AdaBoost
tracking (OAB) [12], SemiBoost [5], multiple instance
learning (MIL) tracking [13], iVT [1], PROST [6],
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Fig. 5. Visual illustration of tracking result 18 sequences with occlusion, appearance variation (deformation and rotation), scale variation, background clutter,
illumination variation fast movement, and so on. (a) Box with occlusion. (b) Cartman with occlusion. (c) Caviar1 with occlusion. (d) PETS09Girl1 with
occlusion. (e) PETS09Girl2 with occlusion. (f) PETS09Boy1 with occlusion. (g) Liquor with occlusion and fast movement. (h) Lemming with occlusion,
appearance variation, and fast movement. (i) Gavin with appearance variation and occlusion. (j) CarScale with scale variation and occlusion. (k) Girl with
appearance variation and occlusion. (l) Board with appearance variation. (m) Singer1 with illumination variation and scale variation. (n) Coke with illumination
variation and scale variation. (o) Tiger1 with appearance and illumination variation and occlusion. (p) Tiger2 with appearance and illumination variation and
occlusion. (q) PETS09Boy2 with background clutter and illumination variation. (r) Oldman with background clutter and illumination variation.

Tracking-Learning-Detection (TLD) [14], Multi-task Sparse
Learning Tracking (MTT) [19], Struck [15], Distribution
fields Tracking (DT) [16], Local Sensitive Histogram Track-
ing (LSHT) [17], and Superpixel Tracking (SPT) [18].

The proposed tracking algorithm is implemented
by MATLAB. In addition, the algorithm runs at 3 frames/s
on average on a PC with Intel E5-1650 CPU (3.2 GHz)
and 16-GB memory. We use the following values for the
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TABLE II

AVERAGE PER-FRAME DISTANCE (IN PIXEL) BETWEEN THE CENTER OF TRACKING RESULT AND GROUND TRUTH,

THE BEST THREE RESULTS ARE SHOWN IN RED, BLUE, AND GREEN FONTS

parameters in our model selection algorithm: patch size of
It in IPCA model is 64 × 64; Nh , Ns , and Nv of the color
histogram model are all set to 10; and model pool size
M = 4, Tr1 = 120, and Tr2 = 0.2. Although the performance
is better with larger value for the model pool size M , we set
M as 4 by mainly considering the computation complexity.
The value of T should be less than the frame numbers
during two large appearance transformations. As most video
clips are more than 8 frames/s and 1 s is reasonable to
avoid two large appearance transformations, we set T = 8.
Thresholds of Tr1 or Tr2 are chosen empirically in the
experiments.

B. Qualitative Comparison

In this part, we show the qualitative comparison between
the proposed BVT algorithm and the state-of-art algorithms.
We analyze the performance of comparison on challenging
sequences that are shown in Fig. 5.2

1) Severe Occlusion: Sequences with heavy or long-
time partial occlusion (e.g., Box, Caviar1, PETS09Girl1,
PETS09Girl2, PETS09Boy1, Lemming, CarScale, and Girl),
full occlusion (e.g., Cartman and Gavin), and frequent occlu-
sion (e.g., Liquor) are used to do the comparison experiments.
It is demonstrated that in most of these sequences, the pro-
posed BVT can localize the target with partial occlusion and
recapture the target after full occlusion. The reason is that,
with backward model validation, the appearance information
of the target before occlusion is stored and as long as the
sample number is large enough where at least one sample
represents the target, the tracker can recapture the target well.
Struck works well in most of the partial occlusion sequences,
since the structured learning does not require labeling of
the positive and negative samples of the target. But it fails
on sequences with full occlusion (Cartman) and frequent
occlusion (Liquor). TLD and SemiBoost can also handle some
occlusion sequences that the target appearance does not change

2Videos: https://sites.google.com/site/sorsyuanyuan/home/bvt-project-page

much (e.g., Box and PETS09Boy1). With the local sensitive
histogram proposed in LSHT, it performs fairly with some
of the partial occlusion scenarios like Liquor and Caviar1.
MIL and MTT also can get accurate tracking results on several
partial occlusion sequences. For full occlusion sequences,
only the proposed BVT is able to recapture the target after
occlusion. Moreover, OAB, iVT, DT, and SPT perform poorly
in most of the occlusion scenarios.

2) Quick Appearance Variation: To compare the perfor-
mance with quick appearance variation, we test on sequences
with target deformation or out-of-plane rotation (e.g., Board,
Lemming, Gavin, Girl, Tiger1, and Tiger2). Since the proposed
BVT update the color histogram model frame by frame
and IPCA model by every batch of frame, it can get the
robust target representation with quick appearance variation
and localize the target accurately in most frames. DT is a
good tracker for visual targets with appearance variation and
performs quite well in Tiger1 and Tiger2, which is benefited
from its large basin of attraction and model updating frame by
frame. It fails with other challenges like occlusion in Gavin,
fast movement in Lemming, and so on. It is acceptable for the
performance of Struck on Gavin, Girl, and Lemming due to
its online structured learning. Other algorithms obtain unstable
results dependent on sequences.

3) Scale Variation: In most of the sequences, the size of
the target varies more or less during tracking. Specifically,
target size changes dramatically in CarScale and Singer1
due to movement of the target or camera. As shown in
Fig. 5(j) and (m), the proposed BVT is able to obtain accu-
rate tracking results with scale variation on both these two
sequences. For the relative small scale variation in Singer1,
iVT, and TLD can get the accurate tracking results. However,
for large scale variation in CarScale, other existing trackers
would lose the targets.

4) Illumination Variation, Low Lighting, and Background
Clutter: Singer1 is a typical sequence taken with low lighting
and illumination variation. It is can be observed in Fig. 5(m)
that the proposed BVT is able to accurately localize the target
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Fig. 6. Comparison of center distance error (in pixels) with five different existing relevant tracking algorithms of nine sample sequences. (a) Board. (b) Liquor.
(c) Lemming. (d) Cartman. (e) PETS09Boy1. (f) PETS09Girl1. (g) Gavin. (h) Oldman. (i) CarScale.

in such a condition. Color histogram is normally considered
to be sensitive and ineffective with illumination variation,
low lighting and background clutter. However, in the proposed
BVT, the weight of color histogram is adjusted positively
proportional to its discriminability in distinguishing the tar-
get and the background. Therefore, for sequences that color
histogram works poorly, the IPCA model takes the domination
and the negative effects from color histogram is reduced.
On other sequences with illumination variation (e.g., Coke,
Tiger1, Tiger2, and PETS09Boy2) and clutter background (e.g.,
PETS09Boy2 and Oldman), BVT can track the target precisely
in most frames as well. LSHT is able to tackle some sequences
(e.g., Coke and PETS09Boy2) with illumination variation due
to their used illumination invariant feature. Since the Harr-
like features are somewhat robust to background clutters, it
can be observed in Fig. 5(r) that OAB, MIL, and Struck can
accurately track the target old man without drifting.

5) Fast Movement: The most effective way of tracking
targets with fast movement is to enlarge the search ranges and
search in right direction. Since the proposed BVT predicts
target motion before sample propagation of particle filter, it
can tackle the fast motion challenge well (e.g., Lemming and
Liquor).

C. Overall Quantitative Comparison

We give a quantitative comparison between the proposed
BVT algorithm and other 11 related algorithms based on the
databases mentioned above. Furthermore, to verify the tracking
performance improvement with backward model validation,
we modify the proposed algorithm with simple forward feature
validation and compare it with BVT as well.

The performance is evaluated based the average per-frame
distance ẽ (in pixel) between the centers of the tracking result
and the ground truth

ẽ =
∑Nq

t=1 ‖(x̂t − xgt , ŷt − ygt)‖
Nq

(20)

where Nq is the total number of frames; (x̂t , ŷt ) is the center
of estimated bounding box; (xgt

t , ygt
t ) is center of the target

bounding box manually labeled.
1) Comparison With Related Algorithms: In Table II, the

average center distance error of each tracker is demonstrated
over all test sequences. It is clear that in most sequences,
the proposed BVT algorithm can obtain better performance
(in top three best performance among the compared algorithms
for most of the video sequences), even for video sequences
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TABLE III

AVERAGE CENTER DISTANCE ERROR (IN PIXEL) OF BVT AND CLR-IPCA, THE BETTER RESULTS ARE SHOWN IN BOLD FONT

with challenges of appearance and scale variation, rotation,
occlusion, fast movement, cluttered background, and illumi-
nation variation. Only for Box sequence, the proposed BVT
algorithm loses tracking for several frames. This is due to two
reasons: first, after the occlusion, the target appears far away
from the original place; second, some parts of the cluttered
background have similar appearance to the target, which
distract the tracker a lot. Among the compared algorithms,
only Struck can localize the target accurately along the whole
sequence of Box.

In Fig. 6, we provide the curves of the center distance
error versus frame number of only several tested sequences5

by testing six different tracking algorithms due to space
limitation. It can be seen that the proposed BVT tracker
consistently produces small error than other relevant algo-
rithms, while others sometimes produce sudden big errors,
when there are challenges like occlusion, appearance variation,
fast movement, and so on.

2) BVT Versus FVT: To verify the performance improve-
ment caused by model backward validation, we conducted a
comparison experiment between the proposed BVT and the
proposed algorithm (algorithm shown in Section III) with a
simple forward feature validation process where the estimated
target templates are validated before updating. In Table III, the
average center distance error of BVT and Forward Validation
Tracking (FVT) (the proposed algorithm with forward feature
validation) is demonstrated. As can be seen in video sequences
like Box, Cartman, Tiger1, Coke, and Girl, the proposed model
backward validation improves the performance dramatically.
Only in five out of 18 sequences, the FVT performs slightly
better than BVT (normally less than one pixel), where the
small variation is caused by the random process of motion
model in Section III-B.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed the BVT algorithm for
visual object tracking by updating the appearance model first
and then using the information from the incoming frame
to check whether the updating of the appearance model
during former period is valid or not. This method avoids
the uncertainty in validation of model updating process in
existing tracking algorithms, which use the current appearance
model to validate the estimated target appearance features.
The purpose of model updating is to include new changes in
appearance variations to the updated model, while the existing
methods do not have the provision to include such changes in

5Full version: https://sites.google.com/site/sorsyuanyuan/home/bvt-project-
page

model updating by validating changes with the existing (there-
fore outdated) model. As demonstrated, the proposed method
remedies this drawback, and provides a new way in solving
the error accumulation problem in appearance model updating
of visual object tracking. Furthermore, we have adaptively
integrated the color-based feature with texture-based feature,
based on IPCA, and color histogram. Experimental results on
challenging video sequences have demonstrated the proposed
BVT algorithm can obtain much better performance than other
five existing ones, especially in occlusion and appearance
variation coexisting scenarios.
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